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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Two separate and complete manuscripts have been prepared from this study. The

first, "Distribution of cones, conelets, older cones, cone clusters and male strobi Ii in

shortleaf pine-oak stands after an uneven-aged regeneration cut", was prepared in the

fonnat of Southern Journal of Applied Forestry. The second, "Cone characteristics and

seed quality tollowing an uneven-aged regeneration cut 10 shortleaf pine", was prepared

in the fonnat of the journal New Forests. Both manuscripts will be submitted in final

form for publication as original research.



CHAPTER II

DISTRIBUTION OF CONES, CONELETS, OLDER CONES, CONE CLUSTERS

& MALE STROBILI IN SHORTLEAF PINE-OAK STANDS AFTER A

UNEVEN-AGED REGENERATION CUT

ABSTRACT: This study examines the effects of an uneven-aged ( EA) regeneration cut

on the distribution of cones. conelets, clusters of cones, older cones, and mal strobili

within the crowns of released and unreleased shortleaf pine. Sixteen released trees were

felled in a stand ten years after an UEA regeneration cut reduced the overstory pine basal

area to 60 ft2/ac followed by complete hardwood control. Sixteen unreleased trees in an

adjacent pine-hardwood mixed forest (1201lac) were felled for comparison. Released and

unreleased trees were randomly selected by four predetermined 2-inch diameter classes

(11,13,15,17 inches). Each tree crown was divided into four positions (upper south.

upper north, lower south, and lower north). All branches werc counted within ci.lch

crown position, and two branches were sampled for counts of cones, conelets. older

cones, cone clusters, and male strobili. All mature cones were collected and counted

from all branches. The average released tree produced approximately triple the cone

production compared to unreleased trees (1179>422). The 15 and 17 inch diameter cia s

released trees produced significantly more mature cones than all other diameter classes.

Cone production for trees that were not released did not di ffer significantly by tree

diameter class. The cone production trend by crown position ranked as follows: lower

north < lower south < upper north < upper south. The average released tree upper crown

positions differed significantly from the lower crown positions. The average unreleased
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tree upper crown positions differed significantly only from the lower north crown

position. Cones found in clusters of twos and threes were highly correlated with total

cone production and followed the same general trend as the mature cone distribution.

Cone cluster counts should be good indicators of seed productivity with special attention

given to the upper crown where the majority of cone clusters occur. Conelets differed

significantly only by crown position with the lower north position producing signi ficanl1y

fewer conelets than all other crown positions for both released and unreleased trees.

Released trees retained significantly more older cones than unreleased trees b. an

average of 1,766 cones. Older cones were correlated with mature cones and followed the

same distribution trend. The average released tree produced significantly more male

strobili than the average umeleased tree by approximately 3,741 male flowers. Male

strobili by crown position ranked as follows: lower north and upper north < upper soulh <:

lower south. Results of this study suggest that under similar stand conditions seed-trees

should be selected that are at least 14 inches or greater at dbh and show pa I evidence or

good cone production through the presence of older cones for maximizing se d

production.
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INTRODUCTION

Shortleafpine (Pinus echinaca Mill.) is the most widely distributed ofth

southern yellow pines, and ranks second behind loblolly pine (Pimis fa da L.) for it's

contribution to total softwood volume in the South (McWilliams et al. 1986). arlv hal r

of the country's entire shortleafpine resource is located west of the Mississippi River.

with the Highland Regions of Arkansas and Oklahoma having the largest concentrations

(Baker 1992).

This species has been managed by uneven-aged and even-aged silvicultural

systems in pure stands and as an associated species with loblolly pine (Murphy et al.

1991). According to Barnett and Haugen (1995) the emphasis on c1earcutting and

artificial regeneration of southern pines has shifted in recent years to even-aged and

uneven-aged natural regeneration methods. The Deltic Farm and Timber Company

practices uneven-aged management in the Interior Highlands, harvesting about every 10

years, due to slower growth rates of shortleaf pine in this region (Baker and other 1996},

Successful natural regeneration of shortleaf pine depends upon obtaining

satisfactory levels of seeds and resources that are limited such as water, light. and

nutrients along with appropriate seedbed conditions (Shelton 1995). atural stands of

shortleafpine have highly variable seed crops due to many biotIC and environmental

factors, which lowers the reliability of natural regeneration methods in these lands

(Wittwer and Shelton 1992). Many studies have indicated that good shortleafpine seed

crops arc sporadic in nature throughout the South, and this has contributed to inadequale

regeneration. According to Haney (1962) and Baker (1982), a good seed crop produces

80 to 250 thousand sound seed/ac. A study on shortleaf pine seed crops in woods-run
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and seed production areas in the Ouachita and Ozark mountains reported one bumper and

two good seed crops occurring during a 9-year period (Shelton and Wittwer 1996).

Another study in the southeastern Piedmont indicated only 3 good seed years out of 10

for annual shortleaf pine seedfall (Bramlett 1965). This unpredictability is of great

economic concern when using natural regeneration. which is increasing on public lands

(Shelton and Wittwer 1996).

A shortleafpine seedbed condition study revealed that 2 lb. (92.000) of sound

seed/ac would be required for an unburned seedbed if the goal was to establish 1000

seedJings/ac at the end of the first year of regeneration (Krugman and Jenkins 1974). A

hot-burned. well prepared seedbed, would only require 0.55 lb/ac to achieve the same

goal (Boggs and Wittwer 1993). The awareness of the large amounts of seed required to

naturaliy regenerate forests and use in tree nurseries has sparked interest in the cone

producing ability of stands and individual trees (Thorbjornsen 1960).

According to Barnett and Haugen (1995). five factors contribute to flower bud

initiation: induction hormones, soil moisture, light conditions. nutrient relationships. and

temperature. Three of these variables, light. nutrients, and moisture can be manipulated

to increase seed production through thinning (Barnett and Haugen 1995). Yocom (1971)

reported that the removal of all trees within 30 ft of shortleaf pine seed trees. resulted in

an increase that doubled the average cone production per tree and significantly increased

the average number of sound seeds per cone. Fertilizer has also increased seed yield III

pine seed production areas in Missouri, where shortleafpine trees that received large

amounts of phosphorus and potassium, produced roughly twice as many sound seed as

the control trees. The study also indicated that large amounts of nitrogen resulted in
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smaller gains in seed production (Brinkman 1962). Mechanical treatments, such as

strangulation, subsoiling, and girdling, have also been used to increase flowering by

manipulating flower-inducing honnones, but this can be hannful over a period of years

(Barnett 1993, Barnett and Haugen 1995, Bower and Smith 1961, Gregory and Davey

1977).

Variation in seed production is due to many factors functioning over a long penod

of time, such as biotic (competition, insects, mammals and birds), and ~biotic (weather)

factors that influence seed production (Wittwer and Shelton 1992). In a study on loss or

developing cones, in a seed orchard near Pollock, Louisiana, the strobili and conelet

mortality averaged 84 % for two successive shortleafpine crops. Missing conelets and

unidentified insects accounted for most losses in this study (McLemore 1977).

McLemore also reported a 20 % loss of shortleaf pine strobili due to a hai1stonn in Apri I

1974. A six-year study in Virginia on the Lee Experimental Forest indicated that insects

were the major cause of mortality to shortleafpine female strobili that emerged from bud

scales (Bramlett 1972). The only exception was in 1963 and 1966 when spring frost was

the major cause of female strobili mortality.

According to Mattson (1979), little is known about the distribution of cone

within the crowns of conifers. Lyons (1956) suggests there is variability within cones or

red pine trees, and there is a danger of characterizing trees incorrectly by sampling cones

without careful regard to their location in the crown. Fatzinger et al. (1980) round that

the majority of southern pine strobili are produced in the upper crown levels on the east

and south sides of seed orchard trees. A cone-distribution study for slash pine (Pinus

elliottii Engelm.) revealed that the majority of the cones occurred on the east side of the
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crown (Smith and Stanley 1969). This was attributed to morning sunshine and afternoon

cloudiness during the summer strobili bud initiation period. Smith and Stanley also

reported a south> north distribution of cones for Douglas-fir (Pseudocsuga mell:i .'Iii

(Mirb.) Franco) in the Pacific Northwest, which contrasted the east> west distribution of

female strobili for slash pine in Florida. They concluded that the contrast existed becau c

of the lack of a sunshine differential for the Pacific orthwest Douglas-fir.

The present study was conducted to detennine the effects of an uneven-aged

regeneration cut on the distribution of cones, conelets, clusters of cones, older cones and

male strobili within the crowns of released and unreleased trees by dbh class. We

hypothesized that: (1) larger diameter released and unreleased trees would have a greater

quantity of cones compared to smaller diameter released and unreleased trees, (2) the

released trees would have a greater quantity of cones than the unreleased trees, (3) the

upper south crown position would have the greatest quantity of cones compared to all

other crown positions, and (4) the upper crown positions would have more cones than Ihe

lower crown positions.

STUDY AREA

The study area was located in the Ouachita National Forest on the Winona Ranger

District of Perry County, Arkansas. The soils are well drained, and moderately deep,

Typic Hapludults mapped as the Carnasaw and Pi rum series (Shelton and Murphy I<)(n).

Before implementing uneven-aged management, the study area was irregularly-aged wi.th

a uniJonn canopy dominated by shortleafpine with mixed hardwoods in the mid to lower

canopy. Pine regeneration was very scarce due to the poor seedbed and light conditions.
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This study was implemented in research plots established to e aluate une en-aged

reproduction methods in a typical Ouachita Mountain shonleafpine-hardwood stand.

Sixteen 0.5 ac plots were established between December 1988 and March 1989. Plot

overstory basal area was reduced to 60 ft2jac following single-tree selection guideline.

Only trees ~ 3.6 inches at dbh were considered pll1e overstory. Four treatments wer

established with different hardwood retention levels (0,15,30 ft2 jac ) and spatial

arrangements (grouped, scattered) (Shelton and Murphy 1997). The four complete

hardwood control plots were selected for use in this study. These plots were selected

because the overstory pine within these plots received maximum release. The four

selected plots were positioned along an east-west ridge with three plots facing north and

one facing south. The four plots span a distance of about ~ of a mile and range in

elevation from 650 to 800 ft. For a more detailed description of the study area see

Shelton and Murphy's (1997) study area description.

METHODS

Each 0.5 ac plot was surrounded by a 58.7 f1. buffer zone ( 1.1 ac) giving a total

area of 1.6 ac for the gross plot. Trees were removed to create the reverse-J diameter

distrihution having an 18 in. maximum diameter limit. Several future harvest cuttings

will be needed to achieve multiple distinct age classes. In Apri I 1989 the four gross plots

were treated with a stem-injected herbicide for hardwood control to improve

establishment of natural pine regeneration.

As of October 1998, the four buffer zones used in this stucJy had approximately (IU

ft2 jac of residual overstory pine basal area. After 10 years of growth the overstory pine

basal area should have been greater than the established plot basal area of 60 ft2iac. The
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estimated basal area is probably less than expected due to a flaw in our point sampling

techniques, or perhaps the buffer zones received more logging damage during the

preparatory cut. The present basal area was based on 4 point samples (Factor 10 prism)

per plot buffer zone with a point sample taken at the stump of each selected released tree

The selected trees were included in the point sample tally as "in" trees. The fact that each

prism point sample was taken at the stump of each selected released tree. induces some

bias in the reliability of the estimated present basal area. This is the most likely

explanation for the low present basal area estimate.

Four released trees were selected from the buffer zone of four uneven-aged

management plots, and four unreleased or control trees were selected outside the buffer

zone of each plot, in the untreated mixed pine-hardwood stand. The untreated stand had

approximately 120 re/ac total basal area with 80 ft:!/ac in shortleaf pine. This formed the

first mam treatment of released (60 BA), and unreleased (120 BA) trees. The order in

whIch the released and unreleased trees were selected wa detennined b a random

drawing of four predetennined 2-inch diameter classes selected for study (I I. 13. I , 17

inches). Starting along one of the buffer strip sides, released trees were selected

according to the drawing of 2-inch diameter classes. If the first released tree diamet r

could not be found, the second pre-determined diameter would be searched for. After

finding the second pre-determined diameter, we would continue to search for the first

released tree diameter. This would continue until all trees were selected within tile hurfCr

zone.

Each released tree selected in the regeneration plot buffer zone was paired by

diameter class to an unreleased tree outside the treated plot. There was little difficuhy



finding unreleased trees that had the same diameter class. The unreleased trees were

selected as close to the released trees as possible, but far enough away from the buffer

treatment as to ensure that the unreleased trees were not affected by the plot and buffer

treatment. No sample tree pairs were ever more than three chains apart.

Released trees with hardwood competitors 4.6 inches at dbh or greater falling

within a factor-l 0 prism plot were excluded from selection. Each prism plot was

centered to the side of each potential sample tree. A released tree crown could not be in

direct contact with other tree crowns, be malformed, or have excessive competition from

surrounding trees. Great care was taken not to exclude sample trees based on current or

past cone production because we desired an unbiased comparison between the released

and unreleased trees.

On average two to three trees were felled per day during a two week-period in the

middle of October when cones were mature. Selected trees were marked with yellow and

white paint on the magnetic north and south sides of the bole (4° degr e east declination)

so the proper crown positions could be established after felling. Once a tree had b en

properly marked and felled, the four crown positions were established: lower north. lower

south, upper north, and upper south. Each crown was measured for total length and

divided into two equal upper and lower halves. The crown was further divided by north

and south facing branches to form four crown positions. Branches were assigned to a

particular crown position based on their origin at the main stem. The four crown

positions with four, tree diameter classes were considered treatments split between the

released and unreleased treatments with four replications (four blocks) of each treatmenl.

This is a 2X4X4 factorial split-split plot randomized, complete block design.
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Measurements

Each sample tree was measured for dbh, height. crown length, crown width, and

5-year radial growth increment at stump height. Tree age was determined at the stump.

and branches greater than one inch in diameter were counted for each tree crown. A cone

rating procedure described by Shelton and Wittwer (1995) was used to give each tree a

cone density class based on cone spacing, occurrence of cones in clusters. and

distribution of cones within the crown. The observer would stand one to two tree height

distance from the tree with the sun to their back using a 7-power binocular. The observer

would give a cone rating of 0 for few «10 cones), 1 for average (10-80 cones), and 2 for

good (>80).

Two branches from each crown position for each tree, were randomly selected

and measured for basal diameter and length. Sampled branches were evaluated for cones.

conelets, older cones, cone clusters. and male strobili. Conelets are described as bemg

immature cones one year from maturity. We defined older cones a having 'iO ~(1 or morc

of their scales and attached to branches. The older cone counts were indicator of pa t

productivity representing at least 4 cone crops.

Data Analysis

Mean values were calculated for all reproductive structures on a per crown

position basis. The reproductive structure counts for the two sample branches per crown

position were averaged and then multiplied by the number of branches lJ1 each crown

position. This gave an estimated value for all reproductive structures within the crown

position. a estimation was necessary for the number of mature cones per crown

position due to the complete count. but an estimated value was calculated for comparison.
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The MIXED procedure from the SAS Institute (1997) was used to make statistical

inferences about the data. According to the SAS Institute (1997). the "mixed linear

model is a generalization of the standard linear model used in the GLM procedure. the

generalization being, that the data are permitted to exhibit correlation and non-constant

variability". An analysis of variance for the split-split plot arranged in a randomized

complete block design was used to make inferences about cone reproductive structure

distribution by crown positions (split unit treatment), diameter class (split unit treatment).

and stand density (main unit treatment). All variables were considered fixed for the

mixed model except for the blocks. Multiple mean comparisons (Fishers Least

Significant Difference) were attained by using the LSMEA S statement and DIFF and

SLICE options (SAS Institute 1997). The Fisher's LSD test is the least conservative

multiple means comparison test, and is well excepted within the field of forestry. Means

presented in tables are arithmetic means, while means presented in figures are least

squares means (LSMEA S) or estimated means. The arithmetic means and the 1 J I

squares means will sometimes differ due to an unbalanc d de ign (mis ing oh ervatiol1s).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Released and Unreleased Tree Descriptions

Age of released trees ranged from 54 to 88 years, averaging 76 years (Table I),

while unreleased trees ranged from 60 to 110 years and averaged 78 years. The height of

unreleased trees averaged 66 feet compared to 67 feet for released trees. sing several

selected dominant and codominant trees. the site index was determined to be 55 feet a:

base age 50 using Graney and Burkhart's (1973) polymorphic site index curves for

shortleaf pine in the Ouachita Mountains. Trees averaged 14.1 inches 111 dbh and varieJ
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Tahle 1. Shortleaf pine sample tree descriptions for unreleased and released trees by diameter class.

DI11-1 Sampk Total Crown Crown 5-Year
( 'lass Trees Age DBH Height Length Width Radial Growth Number Cone
( inches) (years) (inches) (feet) (feet) (feet) (inches) Branches Rating
1I nreleased Trees

II 4 71 10.9 67 27 18 0.28 25 1.1
(60-82) (10.1-11.6) (54-74) (20-34) (15-22) (0.10-0.45) ( 18-30) (0.7-1.7)

13 4 RO 12.9 64 24 21 0.36 28 0.8
(68-92) (12.5- 13.2) (59-70) ( 18-29) (21-22) (0.21-0.56) (J 9-39) (0.0-1.3 )

15 4 82 15.0 67 28 23 0.37 36 1.2
(68-110) (14.4-15.5) (60-79) (23-32) (21-25) (0.15-0.52) (26-39) (1.0-1.3 )

17 4 83 17.8 68 40 34 0.39 38 0.8
(75-91 ) (16.8-18.7) (59-74) (35-50) (31-36) (030-0.43) (31-41 ) (00-1.3)

~ 1\ \t'rage 78 14.0 66 30 24 0.34 31 1.0
Range (60-110) (IO.I-IIU) (54-79) ( 18-50) (15-36) (0,10-0.56) (18-41 ) (0,0- 1.7)

Released Trees

II 4 68 II J 61 31 24 .46 29 1.0
(54-82) (10,6-11.5) (57-67) (28-35) (21-26) (.31-.75) (23-40) (0.7-1.3)

1.:1 4 74 J:U 68 28 25 .5\ 27 0.9

(69-81 ) (12.7-1 \R) (67-71 ) (25-32) (21-28) (.41-S9) (23-32) (0,7-1.0)

1'i 4 82 149 67 35 27 .38 36 1.8
(n-8R) (14.1-15.7 ) (64-70) (27-41) (22-32) (.35-.39) (28-40) ( 17-2,0)

17 4 n 17.7 n 38 32 .79 46 1.4
(69-84) (16.9-191 ) (67-R7) (29-46) (26-38) (,44-1.43) (39-66) (0.7-2.0)

---
76 14,2 6']- 33

---27 ------ '-:54' 35A\L'rage 1.2
R<lllge (54-88) (106-19.1 ) (57·8"') 05-46) (21-38) (31·1.43) (23-66) (0.7-2,0)
.. _-- - - ------- --- -------_. ---- -----_. -----_..



between released and unreleased trees by only two tenths of an inch. Crown length and

width for the released trees averaged 33 and 27 ft respectfully. which was about 3 ft more

than the unreleased trees (Table]). Generally, the released trees produced longer

branches with greater basal diameters per crown position, and this was most noticeabl

between the lower diameter classes (Table 2). The released trees also averaged 35

branches per tree compared to 31 branches for the unreleased trees. As one might expec1.

the last five years of radial growth for the released trees equaled two tenths of an inch

more than the unreleased trees.

Table 2. Average basal diameter and ]ength of sample branches by dbh class and crown
position for unreleased and released short1eafpine trees.

Sample Branch Avera~es

DB"
Class LowerlNorth Lower/South Upper/North Upper/Sou th
(inches) diameter length diameter length diameter length diameter length

(inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet)

Unreleased Trees
1I 3.2 7.9 2.0 9.3 1.() 6.4 1.5 6.-+

13 2.0 9.7 2.4 9.7 1.5 6.2 2.0 6.9

15 2.6 11.8 2.4 11.0 2.0 8.0 1.8 7.1

17 3.3 16.6 4.8 16.6 2.4 8.8 2.7 9.5

Average 2.9 11.4 2.7 I 1.3 1.1.} 7.4 2.0 7.4

Released Trees
11 23 10.6 2.5 10.5 2.0 8.5 2.0 8.4

13 2.6 12.4 2.6 12.7 2.0 7.2 2.1 7.8

15 2.8 13.3 3.7 13.5 1.9 7.2 2.3 9.1

17 3.3 15.3 3.4 14.8 2.4 9.3 2.0 7.8

Average 2.8 12.9 3.1 12.9 2.1 8.1 2.1 8.3
---

All averages are based on eight branches.
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Released & Unreleased Cone Production

Released trees produced an average of 1,179 mature cones compared to 422

mature cones for unreleased trees (Table 3). Out of all 32 sample trees. mature cone

production per tree ranged from 17 to 3,175 cones. The average released tree prodllC d

almost triple the number of mature cones compared to the average unreleased tre .

Bower and Smith (1961) compared mature cone production between five pairs of

partially girdled and non-girdled trees that showed evidence of past cone production and

found a significant difference between treatment means. The partially girdled trees

produced an average of 750 cones per tree compared to 185 cones for the non-girdled

trees. Coulson and Franklin (1970) evaluating 21 shortleafpine trees for cone damage b~'

populations of Dioryctria species in Green and Clarke Co., Georgia, and reported cone

production ranged from 56 to 699 cones per tree with an average of 352 cones. Cone

production appears to vary greatly from year to year and between trees for any given

year.

A study on estimating seed quantity and quality of short leaf pine cones revealed

that the average number of sound seed per cone was 14.5 for the seed-tree method and

17.5 for the single-tree-selection method (Wittwer et al. 1997). They also indicated frolll

their results and previous work that at least 20 sound seeds per cone could reasonably he

expected for shortleaf pine. If the average released trees in the present study produced 20

sound seeds per cone approximately 23,600 sound seed per tree would have been

produced. The average unreleased tree would have producing approximately 8,400

sound seed. Four of the average released trees per acre would have produced a good seeel

crop at 94,400 sound seed per acre. Eleven average unreleased trees per acre would be

IS



Table 3 Mean values of released and unreleased tree cone production variable by diameter la eva IUall'd
for shortleaf pine.

Tree Diameter Cia (in. Mean 0

11 13 15 17 :\Ieam
Released Trees

Mature Cones 352 585 2269 1509 1179

Est. Mature Cones 532 404 2336 1662 1233

Two Cone Cluster 100 96 493 3 7 269

Tluee Cone Cluster 26 21 180 112 '5

Four Cone Cluster 4 3 33 12

Five Cone Cluster 2 7 0 2

Conelets 44 19 364 50 ' , ,_.'-'

Older Cones 1282 898 3624 3872 2419

Male Strobilt 7652 7722 8520 1330 9301

Unreleased Trees

Mature Cones 458 298 478 413 422

E t. Mature Cones 289 223 436 505 .67

Two Cone Cluster 72 34 90 1515 n

T1uee Cone Cluster 18 9 28 25 21

Four Cone Cluster 0 0 ')

Five Cone Cluster 0 0 0 0 ()

Cone lets 40 121 124 175 1)()

Older Conc:s 124 476 440 I. 7. (J31

Male Strobilt 2935 3479 5437 10"23 S.60

OMean values obtained from 4 sample trees for each diameter class by Jeleased and unrelca ed trees.
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needed to produce a comparable 92,840 sound seed.

Distribution of Mature Cones by Tree Diameter Class

An analysis variance of mature cones indicated a significant interaction bet\\" en

stand density (released vs. unreleased) and tree diameter class (Table 4). When

comparing cone production by diameter class for released trees, we saw a significant

increase in total cones produced per tree between the 13 and 15 inch diameter clas e

(Fig. 1). This significant difference suggests that diam.eter is an important factor for

maximizing cone production for released trees. No significant difference occurred for

mature cone production by tree diameter class for the unreleased trees (Fig. I). Cone

production between released and unreleased trees differed significantly only at the 15 aml

17 inch diameter class level (Fig. 1). These results demonstrate the importance of using

larger diameter seed-trees within the 15-inch dbh class level or higher for maximizing

seed production under similar stand conditions. The use of larger diameter seed-trees

should also minimize the need for as many seed-trees given adequate seed disper al. For

example, the 15 inch diameter class released trees produced an average of 2,269 cones

per tree (Table 3) or potentially 45,380 sound seed, based on an expectation of 20 sound

seed per cone (Wittwer et a1. 1997). Just four 15 inch diameter cIa released trees per

acre would have produced 181,520 sound seed.
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Table 4. The results of the analysis of variance to test for the effects of stand density, tree dbh class, and crown position on mature
cones, 2-cone clusters, 3-cone clusters, conelets, and older cones.

Mature Cones 2-Cone Cluster 3-Cone Cluster Conelets Older Cones

Source of
Variation DF F P>F DF F P>F OF F P>F OF F P>F OF F P>F

1998 cone crop
l'ree dbh Class (F) 3 3.25 <0.075 3 2.50 0.124 .3 4.02 <0045 3 1.61 0237 3 7.18 <0.009
Stand Density (C') I 20.22 <0.001 1 18.85 <0.001 I 16.09 <0.002 I 2.91 0115 I 2204 <0.001
rxC' .3 6.90 <0.007 3 4.23 <0.031 3 4.72 <0.022 3 2.12 0.154 3 2.55 0.106
('rown Position (D) .3 16.70 <0.001 3 5.46 <0002 3 7.57 <0.001 3 2.71 <0.050 3 4.67 <0.005
FxD 9 152 0.156 9 1 18 0.318 9 1.44 0.188 9 1.10 0373 9 0.68 0.727
('xl) 3 3.59 <0.018 3 1.06 0373 3 1.31 0.278 3 0.64 0.589 3 1.08 0.362
p:,<DxC' 9 1.81 0.082 9 1.03 0.427 9 1.08 0.385 9 0.85 0.570 9 0.68 0.725

00
729 ORE = 21038.423 72.7 RE= 1992.701 72.4 RE = 351.907 72.5 RE = 6392.365 72.3Error RE ~194732.055

ORE-= Sum of Squares ResidllifError
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Figure 1. Total mature shortleaf pine cones per tree for released and unreleased
trees by diameter class. Treatment least squares means preceded by the same letter
are not significantly different at the 0.05 level. Sample size is 4 trees per bar.

Distribution of Mature Cones by Crown Position

An analysis of variance for mature cones revealed a sign ificant interaction

between stand density and crown position (Table 4). Cone production hy crown positinll

ranked as follows: lower north < lower south < upper north < upper south (Fig. .2). The

released tree upper crown positions produced significantly more cones compared to the

lower crown positions (Fig. 2). The increasing trend was not as strong for the unreleased

trees, with only the lower north crown position being significantly different from the

upper crown positions. Similar results were reported in a study on the di fferences ill

cone numbers in crowns of young open-grown Douglas-fir trees (Winjum and Johnson

1964). They reported that the outer extremities of the branches on the upper and mldJlc

south side of the crown appear to produce the greatest number of cones. They also note
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Figure 2. Mature shortleaf pine cones by crown position for released and
unreleased trees. Treatment least squares means preceded by the same letter are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level. Bars represent data pooled from all tree
diameter classes. Sample size is 16 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North. LS = Lower
South, UN = Upper North, & US = Upper South)

that the greatest seed yield occurs where cone-bearing twigs are more vigorous and 'where

the greatest amount of sunlight strikes the crown.

Hard (1964) reported a relationship between branch age and ferti lity for rcd pi nc

(Pinus resinosa Ait.), where older branches produced more male flowers and younger

branches produced more cones. A shortleaf pine seed production study in Missouri

revealed a 4 % increase in average crown length from 1951 to 1956 at the lowest density

(50 ft 2/acre), and a 6 % loss in unthinned stands (Phares and Rogers 1962). Branch vigor

should explain the increase in cone production in the upper crowns of the released ancl

unreleased trees, but increases in overall crown length (Table 1) and branch vigor explain

the significant increases in cone production for the upper crown posi tions of release trees

(Fig. 2).
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Cone Cluster Distribution

An analysis of variance indicated a significant interaction between stand densit_

and tree diameter class for both two and three cone cluster distribution (Table 4). The

two-cone cluster fonnation for released trees averaged 269 clusters per tree compared to

73 two-cone clusters per average unreleased tree (Table 3). On average, approximatel~

46 % of the total mature cones produced on released trees occurred in two-cone cJustt:rs.

The average unreleased trees produced 35 % of the total mature cones in two-cone

clusters. These results suggest a slight increase in two-cone cluster fomlation for

released trees. The number of two-cone clusters by tree diameter class did not differ

significantly for the unreleased trees but this was not the case for the released trees (Fig.

3). The 15 and 17 inch diameter class released trees produced significantly more tv..·o

cone clusters when compared to the lower diameter classes (Fig. 3). An analysis of

variance for two-cone clusters also indicated a significant main effect by CroWIl position

The upper crown positions produced significantly more two-cone cl u. ler than the lo\\·cr

crown positions for both released and unreleased trees (Fig. 4). These results suggc Ilhal

as cone production increases so do the number of cone clusters per tree, with much of the

increase occurring in the upper crown. A ponderosa pine study on cone production in

Colorado also found that the probability of cones being produced in clusters or groups

rather than individually increased with larger cone crops (Roeser 1936).
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Figure 3. Total mature two cone clusters per tree for released and unreleased trees
by diameter class. Treatment least squares means preceded by the same letter are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level. Sample size is 4 trees per bar.
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Figure 4. Mature two cone clusters by crown position for released and unreleased
shortleaf pine trees. Treatment least squares means preceded by the same Jetter arc
not significantly different at the 0.05 level. Bars represent data pooled from both
released and unreleased trees. Sample size is 32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North.
LS = Lower South, UN = Upper North, & US = Upper South)
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The three-cone cluster distribution by diameter class has the same trend as the

two-cone cluster diameter distribution (Fig. 5). On average, approximately 22 % of the

total mature cones produced in the crowns of released trees were in clusters of threes.

compared to 15 % for unreleased trees. The 15 and 17 inch diameter class released tree

produced significantly more three-cone clusters than the lower diameter released trel: .

and significantly more clusters than unreleased trees (Fig. 5). The upper crown positions

for both released and unreleased trees, produced significantly more three-cone clllsters

than the lower north crown position, but the upper south produced significantly more

clusters than all other crown positions (Fig. 6). An analysis of variance was not

conducted on the four and five-cone clusters due to the low OCCllrrence of these cone

clusters in released and unreleased trees (Table 3).

Conelet Production and Distribution

An analysis of variance conducted on conelets revealed a significant main effect

by crown position only (Table 4). We found that the general trend for conelet productIon

by crown position was the same as for mature cone production, b Lit only the lower north

crown position differed significantly from all other crown positions (Fig. 7). Howell

(1996) found similar results in a previous study of shortleafpine cone crops in the

Ouachita and Ozark mountains. In Howell's study the number of conelets differed

significantly between the upper and lower crown positions with the upper half having

more conelets for the 10 trees sampled.

The average released tree produced 233 coneJets compared to 11 () conelets for

the average unreleased trees (Table 3). A lack of significant difference between these
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Figure 5. Total three cone clusters for released and unreleased trees by diameter
class. Treatment least squares means preceded by the same letter are not
significantly different at the 0.05 level. Sample size is 4 trees per bar.
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Figure 6. Three cone clusters by crown position for shortleat" pine. Treatment least
squares means preceded by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05
level.. Bars represent data pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Samplt.·
size is 32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower orth, LS = Lower South, lJ = Upper. orth.
& US = Upper South)
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two means suggests that during poor cone crops the differences becomes less

pronounced. Ifwe compare the average number of cones produced by released trees ill

1998 to the average number of conelets per released tree in the same year. there IS all

80 % decrease in cone production. If the 233 conelets per released tree reached matllnt~

and produced an average of 20 sound seed per cone. 18 average released trees per acn.:

would be required to achieve at least 80,000 sound seed per acre.

Older CODe DistributioD

An analysis of variance conducted on older cones, revealed significant main

effects for stand density, crown position, and tree diameter class (Table 4). Older cones

on released trees differed significantly from unreleased trees averaging 2,419 cones

compared to 653 cones (Fig. 8). Wenger (1953) reported that the most reliable way to

choose the fruitful trees is to choose the larger trees that show evidence of fruitfulness by

the presence of older cones. If the dbh is the same between two trees, then the tree with

the most old cones should be selected. This study also supports the selection or larger

trees with evidence of older cones. The 15 and 17 inch Jiameler class released and

unreleased trees both retained significantly more older cones than the lower diameter

classes (Fig. 9).

Older cones also differed by crown position With the upper crown positions

differing significantly from the lower north crown position, but not the lower south

position (Fig. 10). The mature cone production trend by crown position appears to

remain the same for older cones as well as conelets.
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Figure 7. Conelets by crown position for released and unreleased trees. Treatment
means preceded by the same letter are not significantly different at tbe 0.05 level.
Bars represent data pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Sample size is
32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North, LS = Lower South, UN = Upper North. & US
= Upper South)
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Figure 8. Older cones per tree for released and unreleased trees. Treatment least
squares means preceded by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05
level. Sample size is 16 trees per bar.
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Male Strobili Distribution
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An analysis of variance conducted on male strobili revealed tv 0 significanr main

effects by stand density (P = 0.009) and crown position (P = 0.031). The averag

released tree produced significantly more male strobili than th a erage unreleased lre~

by approximately 3,741 male flowers (Table 3). The large increases in male strobi Ii

should increase the chances for successful pollination of adjacent rei ased trees given

adequate humidity, acceptable wind speeds, and receptive female flowers. Male strobili

production also differed significantly by crown position with the lower south crown

position producing significantly greater quantities of male strobili buds than the lower

and upper north crown positions (Fig. II). Male strobili by crown pOSition ranked as

follows: lower north and upper north < upper south < lower south. This trend wa

observed for both released and unreleased trees. Hard (1964) reported similar findings in

a study on vertical distribution of red pine cones where the male strobili were

concentrated in the bottom half of the crown on older branches. We found slightly

different results with most male strobili produced in the upper and lower south side orth.:

crown.

Correlation Analysis for Cone Production Variables

Possible relationships between cone variables were detennined by conducting a

correlation analysis (Table 5). The estimate of mature cones per tree was highly

correlated with the actual total count of mature cones per tree with a correlation

coefficient of +0.85 (Table 5). This strong correlation suggests that the cone counts on

the 8 sample branches per tree were adequate in predicting total cones per tree. This

represents a 24 % sample, given the average selected tree produced 33 branches one inch
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Table 5. Pearsons cOITelation coefficients for cone variables from 32 natural she
unreleased trees.

Variable

Variable X2 X~ X4 X5

Mature Cones Xl .8487** .4823*· .7130" .6104**

Est. Mature Cones Xl .5493** .8318** .7243**

Conelets X3 .7520" .339

Older Cones X4 .61IS**

Damaged Cones X5

Two Cone Clusters X6

Three Cone Clusters X7

Four Cone Clusters X8

** Correlation Coefficients are significant at .0 I level.
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in basal diameter or greater (Table 1). Cone production was also significantly correlated

with 2-4 cone clusters, and older cones (Table 5). The older cone correlation with

mature cones and conclets in this study supports choosing trees that show evidenc of

fruitfulness by the presence of old cones as reported by Wenger (1953).

Model Development for Predicting Matu re Cones

Based on the correlation analysis (Table 6) of several possible regression

variables cone rating was the most promising variable for estimation of mature cones per

tree. The cone rating correlation coefficient was +0.80 and was significant at the 0.01

level (Table 6). No other variables proved to be even moderately correlated with mature

cone production.

The stepwise regression procedure was used to determine the best no-intercept

model for predicting mature cone production per tree. The SAS default significance lc\c1

at 0.15 was used as a criterion for adding or deleting independent variables. The step\.' ISC

procedure selected the cone rating and basal area independent variables for the be t

regression model. Both of the variables were significant at the 0.01 level. The

multicollinearity was acceptable as indicated by the correlation coefficient between the

two independent variables ( -0.81). The calculated variance inflation factor was also

acceptable at 2.91. The residuals were plotted with the independent variables and a sl1g.ht

non-linear trend was detected for the cone rating variable. The cone rating variahlc wa.

transformed by raising to the second power. This gave the final model better statistics 0 r

fit. After further evaluation of the residual plots no violations of the regression

assumptions were detected. The coefficient of multiple determination (R-squared) for the

stepwise model was 0.906. The Mallows Cp statistic was 3.13 and the Fit Index was

30
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Table 6, Pearsons correlation coefficients for multiple regression variables related to mature cone
production of natural shortleaf pine.

Variables

,7325** .60SS· ... .4374** -.1722 .4239....... 2996'" ,06~ 1 ,] ..W3

,7254.... . 1618 -,3416· .... 1274 ,322:;· .0860 .3~4:''''

.0278 -,3013" .2311 .3446** ...D77" .364~""

-.035-1

.2142 ,~'16**

X7

,1710 -.OJ.

X6

-.0952 -,6189"·-.3080· -,4J70....

XS

.2252 .0728 -.30S~" -,1274 ,0021

X4X3X2Variable

Tree dbh XI

Crown Width X2

Crown Length X3

Tree Age X4

Basal Area at Tree XS

Tree Height X6

s-year Radial Growth X7

Cone Rating X8

Mature Cones X9

.. Correlation Coefficients are significant at .05 level.
"'* COITelation Coefficients are significant at ,01 level.

0.825. Regression through the origin creates a problem because the line rioes not

necessarily pass through point average X, average Y (Zar 1996). The coefficient of

multiple detennination (R-squared) calculated by SAS was not comparable to the

R-squared from the model with an intercept. To gain a better representation of fit. the Fit

Index was calculated. The model of best fit predicted negative cones for 3 of the 32 trees

used to form this model (Fig. 12). This model may overestimate cone production duri ng

fair to poor cone crop years due to model fom1ation from trees during a good cone crop

year. The model with the best tit was:

Total Cones Per Tree = -2.68 (BA at Tree F-I0) + 716 (Cone Rating)~

R-Squared = 0.906 Fit Index = 0.825 Mallows Cp = 3.127

BA at Tree F-IO = The Dumber of "in" trees with a F-IO prism at subject tree
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Assessing trees with the cone rating method described by Shelton and Wittwer

(1995) appears to be a very promising method because many of the uncontrollab Ie factor

that prevent maximum cone yield have been excluded by the time maturing cones ar

observed. Another advantage to the cone rating procedure is the efficiency in which

many trees can be observed in a stand in a short amount of time. There is a problem \\'1111

the cone density rating in relation to seed yield. According to Yocom (1971 ), there i nOI

a consistent relationship observed between the production of sound seed and the number

of cones on individual trees in the Ouachita mountains of Arkansas. Due to this

inconsistency it is recommended that future studies address the quality of seeds within

shortleaf pine crowns as well as cone distribution.
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Figure 12. Predicted mature cones per tree crown plotted by the actual mature cone
values.
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Based on the distribution of cones and clusters ofcones found in this study. the

cone rating would be applied most successfully to the south facing tree crown with

special attention given to the upper south crown position (Fig. 1, 4 & 6). This is even

more important for lower density stands where the difference in cone production betw en

the north and south crown face is even more evident (Fig. 2).

CONCLUSIONS

The average released tree produced almost triple the number of cones compared

to the average unreleased tree. The uneven-aged regeneration cut had its greatest impact

on released trees 14 inches at dbh or greater, with most of the increase in cone production

occurring in the upper crown positions. Cone production for unreleased trees did not

differ significantly by tree diameter class. The only real significant difference for

unreleased trees occurred by crown position with the upper crown positions producing

significantly more cones than the lower north crown position. The results in this study

suggest that under similar stand conditions. release trees should be elected that are al

least 14 in. at dbh for maximizing seed production.

Th~ two and three-cone clusters distribution was highly correlated with total cOile

production. Cone clusters were also significantly more prominent in the upper crown

positions. Clusters of cones should be a good indicator of seed productivity but special

attention should be given to the upper crown where the majority of cone clusters. and

cones occurred.

Conelet production differed significantly only by crown position with thc lower

north position producing significantly fewer conelets than all other positions. Cone let

production was poorly correlated with mature cone production. This agrees with the
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reported sporadic nature of shortleaf pine cone crops in the southern nited tates. The

conelet distribution results in this study suggest that during poor cone crops th

differences become less noticeable at all levels of observation.

Older cones per tree differed significantly between released and unreleased tr es

with average released trees producing almost quadruple (3.7) the number of cones

compared to the average unreleased trees. Older cones also differed significant b. tree

diameter with the 15 and 17 inch diameter class trees having significantly greater

quantities of older cones than the lower diameter classes. As for older cones by crown

positIOn, the lower north position produced significantly fewer older cone than all other

crown positions. A correlation analysis revealed that older cones were significantly

correlated with mature cone production. These results suggest that the presence of older

cones is a good indicator of future cone production and should be used to select potential

seed-trees. This method of seed-tree selection does have its limitations due to poor cone

crops, and lack of retention of older cones. Most older cones wi II not stay attached to

branches for more than 4-years.

The average released tree produced sigmficantly more male strobili than the

average unreleased trees by approximately 3.741 male nowers. The increase in male

strobili production improves the chances for successful pollination of adjacent released

trees given adequate humidity, acceptable wind speeds, and receptive female nowers.

Male strobili production also differed significantly by cro\vn position with the lower

south crown position producing significantly greater quantities of male strobili than the

lower and upper north crown positions.
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The cone density rating squared and basal area variables have proven to be most

successful in predicting mature cones per tree. According to Shelton and Vv ittwer (19951

the cone density rating can be applied with a maximum lead time of about 5 months prior

to seed fall. This should benefit forest managers who are trying to establish short leaf

pine regeneration. Regeneration cuts or seedbed treatments could coincide with good

cone crops to maximize regeneration success. The cone density rating is an efficient wa:

to observe many trees in a stand in a short amount of time, with many uncontrollable

factors that prevent maximum cone yield excluded by the time trees are observed.
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CHAPTER III

CONE CHARACTERISTICS & SEED QUALITY FOLLOWING AN
UNEVEN-AGED REGENERATION CUT IN SHORTLEAF PI E

Abstract: This study characterizes seed quality and cone characteristics for 16 released

(stand density 14 m2/ha) and 16 unreleased (stand density 28 m2/ha) shortleafpint? trees

by tree diameter class and crown position. Trees were randomly selected from [our

predetennined 5.0 em diameter classes (28. 33, 38. 43 em), and each tree cro\vn \\as

divided in to four crown positions (upper south. upper north. lower south, and lower

north). Twenty mature cones were sampled from each crown position for evaluation of

cone characteristics and seed quality. Cone green weight was significantly less in the

lower north crown position compared to other crown positions for both released and

unreleased trees. The 38-cm diameter class released and unreleased trees produced

significantly heavier cones at 7.9 grams compared to all other diameter classes. The

average cone dry weight for released trees did not differ significantly by crown position

but this was not the case for unreleased trees. The lower north crown for the lInr leased

trees produced significantly lighter cones compared to all other crown positions including

the released tree crowns. The average number of potentially productive scale per cOile

differed significantly only by crown position, with the lower north crown producing

significantly fewer scales per cone than all other crown positions. The upper north

position produced significantly more scales compared to the lower crown positions.

Total seed per cone did not differ significantly between released (48) and unreleased (45)

trees, but released trees did produce significantly more sound seed per cone than
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unreleased trees (31 vs. 22). Both released and unreleased trees produced significantly

more sound seed per cone in the upper south crown position ( 31) compared to the other

crown positions (23, 26, & 26). The upper crown positions produced significantly gr aler

percent sound seed per cone (59,63) than the lower crown positions (48,51) for both

released and unreleased trees. Percent sound seed also differed significantly between

released and unreleased trees with the 38 and 43 cm diameter class released trees

producing a higher percentage of sound seed per cone. Overall released trees averaged

88 % germination compared to 84 % for unreleased trees. The smaller diameter clas

trees (28, 33) had significantly higher percent gennination compared to the 38 cm

diameter class trees but not the 43 cm diameter class trees. Based on the results of this

study, released trees at least 36 cm in diameter or greater should be selected to increase

sound seed per cone production under similar stand conditions, and regardless of stand

density the upper south crown position will yield more sound seed per cone.
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INTRODUCTION

Shortleafpine (Pinus echinatQ Mill.) is an imponant species throughout much of

its range occupying millions of acres ofcommercial forest land in the south m

(Bramlett 1965). Nearly halfofthe shortleafpine resource is located west of the

Mississippi River, with Oklahoma and Arkansas having the greatest concentrations

(Baker 1992).

The requirement for large amounts of seed to naturally regenerate forests or for

use in tree nurseries has sparked interest in the cone producing ability 0 f stands and

individual trees (Thorbjomsen 1960). Flower induction is believed to be influenced by at

least five factors: (1) nutrient relationships, (2) induction honnones, (3) light condilions.

(4) soil moisture, and (5) temperature (Barnett and Haugen 1995). A thinning or

regeneration cut should positively affect three of the above variables: moisture, light. and

nutrients. Beginning in late July and August, it takes nearly 31 months between the time

of stroblli initiation and seed maturity (Eggler 1961, Barnett and Haugen 1995). This is a

fairly long period of time before increased seed yield can be realized.

Yocom (1971), reported that the removal orall trees within 9.1 m of short I af

pine seed trees significantly increased the average number of sound seed per cone and

doubled the average cone production per tree. A ten-year study of shortlcaf pine seed

crops in Texas recorded seedfall in uncut stands, in strip c1earcuts, and on plots being

regenerated by the selection, shelterwood, and seed tree systems (Stephenson 1963). The

results indicated that all regeneration systems produced more sound seed than in the strip

clearcuts and uncut stands and the shelterwood system produced more sound seed than

the selection and seed tree systems. Several studies have also found that pine seed
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quality is higher when seedfall is greatest (Stephenson 1963 Bramlett 1965. Shelton and

Wittwer 1996).

According to Wittwer et al. (1997) knowledge is lacking about cone quality and

variation in seed content in natural stands of shortleaf pine. They conducted a tudy that

estimated seed quantity and quality in shortleaf pine cones from two 15 ha natural stands.

They reported 36 total seed per cone with sound seeds per cone averaging 17.5 and 14.5

for single-tree selection, and seed-tree stands, respectively. They also found that percent

sound seed averaged 41.1 and 45.4 percent for the seed-tree and single-tree selection

stands (Wittwer et al. 1997). According to Yocom's (1971) shortleaf pine cone and seed

production study, released trees produced an average of 38 sound seed per cone

compared to 35 sound seed per cone for unreleased trees. Sound seed was 81 % of total

for the unreleased trees and 85 % for the released trees. Based on these two studies.

sound seed and percent sound seed can vary greatly from year to year, with cultural

operations having some affect on sound seed per cone.

Perry and Coover (1933) reported that shortleafcone shape. size. and weight.

differ greatly from tree to tree as well as seed color. wings, and percent gem1ination.

According to Lyons (1956) little attention has been given to lhe r lationshlr hetv,:ccn

cone size and seed yield. Lyons (1956) repOJ1ed that red pine (Pinus resinosa AiL) cone

'~seed capacity" and ovule abortion both vary according to their position in the tree and

the size of cone. Seed capacity was defined as the number of ovules in the productive

region of the cones (45 % for red pine). Dickmann and Kozlowski (1971) reported that

the number of seed per cone for red pine depends on the number of productive ovules.

degree of pollination, and ovule abortion. They concluded that the number of producti ve
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ovules per cone was not highly dependent on the number of scales. They also found a

linear relationship between cone volume and the number of seeds per cone with a

correlation coefficient of + 0.76. According to Lyons (1956). the young a ule's ability to

form a seed depends on whether the ovule is nonnally developed at the time a f po lIen

dispersal artd pollination. Lyons suggests that nutritional factors may be involved

because of the distribution of abortion within the tree artd cone. Lyons contends that his

view is supported by published evidence on the adverse effect of resin extraction on s cd

production in pines.

A South Florida slash pine (Pinus elliottii Engelm.) study revealed that cone

weight and length did not affect the amount of viable seed produced (McIntyre 1929).

Also. no relationship was reported between tree age. seed viability or cone size. EI iason

and Heit (1940) reported that on a volume basis. small Scotch pine (Pinus sy/vesfris L)

cones produced the same amount of viable seed as the large cones. but larger seedlings

were produced from larger cones and smal.ler seedlings were produced from smaller

cones. They also reported that small cones produce the smallest seed. the fewest

seedlings per gram of seed sown, and the percentage a f empty seed in the sma! I cones

was almost twice as much for the large cones.

Squillace (1957) reported that heavier western white pine seeds were produced on

shoots from the upper and outer south and west sides of the crown compared to the upper

north and east sides of the crown. A study on young open-grown Douglas- fi r

(Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) revealed that the outer extremities of the

branches on the upper and middle south side of the crown have the greatest cone

numbers, the highest cut-counts (sound seed per one half longitudinally sliced cone) and
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longest cones except for the west quarter of the crown (Winjum and Johnson 1964). A

study on ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Doug!. ex Laws.) cone production in Colorado

revealed that the average green weight of cones and weight of the seed decreases as the

number of cones per cluster increase (Roeser 1933).

According to Righter (1945), seed weight is posi ti vely correlated with eed Img

size but not with inherent vigor. Bilan and Fisher (1970) reported that small sonderegger

pine (Pinus sondereggeri H. H. Chapm.) seed in east Texas produced taller seedlings

compared to large seed, but large seed produced seedlings with the longest needles and

cotyledons. They also reported that seedling survival after 8-weeks did not appear to

follow any pattern regarding seed size. According to a study on the influence of seed IIC

on germination and early development of loblolly pine, larger seeds germinated more

quickly and produced larger germinants after 28 days of growth under laboratory

conditions (Dunlap and Barnett 1983). Based on the above studies, larger seed appears to

have a short-term advantage due to quicker germination rates and larger seedlings. Both

of these factors should lead to better seedling establishment under natural conditions.

This study was conducted to determine if cone characteristics and seed quality

vary by crown position, tree diameter, and release treatment. We hypothesized that: (I)

larger diameter released and unreleased trees would produce more sound seed per cone

than smaller diameter released and unreleased trees, (2) the upper crown positions would

produce more sound seed per cone than lower crown positions, (3) the average released

tree would produce more sound seed per cone than the average unreleased tree. (4) and

percent germination would be greater for average released trees compared to unreleased

trees.
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STUDY AREA

The study area was located within the Ouachita ational Forest on the Winona

Ranger District in Perry County, Arkansas. Before implementation of uneven-aged

management, the stand was irregularly-aged with a uniform canopy dominated b.

shortleafpine with mixed hardwoods in the mid to lower canopy. Pine regeneration was

very scarce due to a thick dufflayer and lack of light filtering through to the forest floor

Sixteen uneven-aged management plots were established between December 1988 and

March 1989 (Shelton and Murphy 1997). Plots were established to further the knowledge

base concerning uneven-aged silviculture in a typical Ouachita Mountain forest. The

uneven-aged regeneration cut reduced the overstory pine basal area for each plot from

approximately 27.6 m2lha to 13.8 m2lha. Also, each plot received one of three possible

residual hardwood basal area treatments (0, 3.4, and 6.9 m~/ha). Only trees ~9.1 em

diameter at 1.37 m in height (dbh) were considered in the overstory. These stands will

need several decades to develop the balanced reverse-J size class distribution. The stands

are presently irregularly aged resembling a shelterwood stand but have too much

variation to be described as even-aged.

Four a-hardwood control plots were selected for this study. Reducing the pine

hasal area to 13.8 m2lha and controlling all hardwoods within each plot should have

provided significant release of the residual pine stand. Each of the 0.20-ha plots were

surrounded by a 0.45 ha buffer zone measuring 17.7 TIl in width. Ounng pial

establishment the buffer zones received the same treatments as the 0.20 ha pial area.

Plots were positioned along an east-west ridge top with three plots facing north and one

plot facing south. Shortleafpine site index averaged 17.4 m at 50 years and ranged from
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16.2 to 19.5 m (Shelton and Murphy 1997). The selected plots presently have 13.8 m-1ha

pine basal area, with weIl established pine and hardwood regeneration. After 10 years of

growth we would expect to see an increase in overstory pine basal area. The pre ent

basal area is probably less than expected due to a flaw in our point sampling teclmique

or, more logging damage to trees in the buffer zone during the regeneration Cllt. The

present basal area was based on 4 point samples (Factor 10 prism) per plot buffer zonc.

Each point sample was taken at the stump of each selected released tree. Selected

released trees were included in the point sample tally as "in" trees. The fact that each

prism point sample was taken at the stump of each selected released tree, induces some

bias in the reliability of the estimated present basal area. This is the most likely

explanation for the low present basal area estimate. For more details concerning the

study area see Shelton and Murphy's (1997) study area description.

METHODS

Tree Selection

Sixteen released trees were selected from the buffer zones of four treated plots.

and sixteen unreleased trees were selected from the adjacent pine-hardwood mixed fore 1.

The released and unreleased trees were randomly selected from predetermined 5-cm dbh

classes (28, 33, 38, and 43 cm). Potential sample trees with malformed crowns or

significant hardwood competition were excluded from selection. Each released tree was

paired by tree diameter class to an unreleased tree in the adjacent untreated mixed pillC-

hardwood stand. The unreleased stand contained approximately 27.6 m~/ha tOlal basal

area with 18.4 m~/ha attributed to shortleafpine. Paired sample trees were never more

than 60 m apart. The unreleased sample trees were selected far enough away from the

buffer zone to avoid the effects of the regeneration cut and hardwood control treatments.
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Sample trees were measured for height, dbh, crown length, crown width. and 5-year

radial growth increment at stump height.

Cone Sampling

Thirty two trees were felled during the middle of October 1998 when cones were

mature but before seed fall. Wakeley (1954) reported that shortleafpine cones were

usually mature by October 1-20 and collections occurred between October 11 - 30. Thi'

provided a narrow window of opportunity for felling of sample trees and collection of

cones. Once a tree was felled, the crown was measured for total length and divided into

two equal upper and lower halves. The crown was further divided into a magnetic north

and south face, (4° east declination) creating four unique crown positions: lower north.

lower south, upper north, and upper south. Branches were removed and separated by

crown position. Cones were picked from all branches from each crown posItion. This

provided a complete population of cones from which to sample. The four crown

positions and four tree diameter classes were considered treatments split b twe n the

released and unreleased treatments with four replicates of each treatment. ThiS

represented a 2X4X4 factorial split-split plot randomized complete block design.

Twenty cones with no visible defects were randomly sampled from the pool of

available cones from each crown position and placed in paper bags for drying and seed

extraction. Very few crown positions failed to produce at least 20 healthy looking COIlCS.

but when a shortage occurred all cones were used. Out of 128 possible crown positions

only 27 positions produced less than 20 cones. The 20 sample cones per crown positiun

for the 32 sample trees, represented a potential sample of 2,560 cones. An additional 10

cones per crown position were sampled specifically for cone dry weight determination.
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Cone Attributes & Measurements

Cone measurements included length, diameter, green weight. dry weight. and

volume. Cone green weight was obtained daily for each tree felled to ensure

measurements would not be affected by cone moisture loss. The volume by water

displacement method was used to measure cone volume. The cone volume and ~weighl

measurements were used to calculate cone specific gravity by dividing the cone weight

by volume. Wakeley (1954) reported that southern pine cones may mature and

eventually open if cones were collected when specific gravity was between 1.00 and

0.89; results were best if specific gravity had dropped to 0.88. Daily cone measurement

also included length and diameter. Other cone attributes evaluated were potentially

productive scales per cone, seed per cone, sound seed per pound, percent sound seed and

percent germination of sound seed.

Seed Processing

Sacks of sampled cones were spread out to air dry in a well venti luted room.

Cones were allowed to air dry and expand freely with no obstruction for 6 weeks.

Sampled cones were then tumbled for 25 minutes in a machine designed to remove seed

from small numbers of cones without loosing seed. Cones were then placed in a

convection oven at 35° Centigrade for 48 hours and then machine tumbled for an

additional 15 minutes. The majority of seed were extracted prior to the oven drying

process, so this was simply a secondary measure to further remove seed. The efficiency

of the seed extraction process was tested by dissecting 80 randomly selected proces ed

cones from 8 released and 8 unreleased crown positions. Based on the 80 cone

destructive sample. only 2.3 seeds per cone were not removed with a coefficient of
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variation of 63 %. This level of seed extraction was considered acceptable and no further

attempts were made to extract additional seed.

Potentially productive cone scales were counted after all seed had been removed

by the tumbling and drying process. Ten of the original 20 cones per crown position

were used for cone scale counts. The main reason for counting cone scales was to

determine the average potential seed capacity of cones by crown position. Determining

which cone scales were potentially productive was a subjective process based on the

experience gained through dissecting sample cones previously mentioned. Potentially

productive scales were defined as being large enough for two enlarged sound or empty

ovules that did not abort during the first growing season. Most of these potentially

productive scales were found in the upper two thirds of the cone.

Before determining total seeds per cone, the wings and other mert matter had to

be removed. Wings were removed by first wetting for about one-hal f hour; then. the

seeds, wings, and impurities were placed on a large 2-mm nylon creen and rubbed gently

to further remove wings. Seeds and wings were allowed to air dry for about 2 to 4 hours.

Seeds and wings were then placed within a 4-mm sieve and shaken over a large pia tic

container. The 4-mm sieve filtered out all seed that had separated from the wings and left

behind wings and seed still attached to wings. Seeds that were still attached to wings

were placed back on the screen and rubbed gently to further remove wings. A fan wa

then used to remove wings and impurities that were lighter than the remainmg seed.

Seeds separated by the sieve and the fan were then combined together for the removal or

any remaining attached wings and inert matter. Identification and removal of inert malter

was accomplished using the guidelines set forth by the Association of Official Seed
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Analysts (1978). Total seed per cone was calculated by counting the remaining dewinged

seed and then dividing by the number of sample cones per crown position.

A series of float tests were used to separate the empty seed from the sound seed.

First seeds were soaked in water for about 7 hours. The sinking seeds were removed and

dried on a 2-mm nylon screen, while floating seeds were soaked for an additional 17

hours. Seed that sank during the second interval (17 hours) were re-dried for 4 hours and

subjected to another float test for 20 minutes. The twenty minute float test detemlllled if

these particular seeds were truly sound seed or just empty seed that took on waler after 2.+

hours of soaking. Sinking and floating seeds for the two tests were combined \vith their

respective groups for counting. To test the efficiency of this process, 20 discarded

floating seeds were sampled from each crown position and cut to verify that the seeds

were indeed empty. After cutting 2,460 floating seeds only 1 % appeared to be sound.

We considered this to be an acceptable level of error. The sound seeds were allowed to

air dry for about three days before storing in a refrigerator. Seed moisture cont nt hould

be between 5 and 10 % before placing in storage (U.S. Forest Service 1974). The

number of sound seed per cone was detennined by counting the sound seed, and then

dividing by the number of sample cones per crown position.

Germination

A gennination test was conducted using a sample of 200 sound seeds per crown

position with four replicates of 50 sound seed each. This is a potential subsample of

25,600 sound seed total or 800 sound seed per tree. The Association of Official Seed

Analysts (1978) recommend using 400 sound seed per gennination test with four

replicates of 100 seed each. We used 200 sound seed per tree crown position with four
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reps of 50 seed due to the occasional low numbers of sound seed produced from some

crown positions. Approximately 22 % of the total crown positions did not have adequal

amounts of sound seed to meet the 200 seed maximum. A system was devised that

allowed all sound seed to be tested, with a maximum number of replicates and seed per

replicate per crown position. Crown positions with only 50 sound seed or less. would

have one replicate, two replicates for crown positions having 51 to 100 sound seed. three

replicates for crown positions with 101-150 sound seed, and finally four replicates for

crown positions having 151-200 sound seed.

To improve germination all seeds were stratified in accordance with the

Association of Official Seed Analysts (1978) rules for testing seeds. Replicates of 50

sound seed or less were soaked for 24 hours at 21.1
0

Centigrade, The excess water was

drained and the seeds were placed in polyethylene bags and pre-chilled for 28 days at -lA

Centigrade. After 28 days of pre-chill, all replicates were placed into small 4.5 cm dishes

with three layers of filter paper as the substrate. Seeds were equally spaced to prevent thl:

spread of fungi from infected seed. Two ml of de-ionized water was added to each dish

at the start of the germination test, and 0.20 ml were added every 7 days until the te t ""as

terminated. A very low concentration of fungicide (captan) was applied to every di h on

the fifth day of the germination test to contain its potential spread. Two cabinet

germinators with eight trays per germinator were used to conduct the germination test.

Water was placed in the bottom of the genninator chamber to keep the relative humidity

at a constant of around 95 percent. The eight trays per germindtor were rotated every

three days to reduce the effects of micro-environmental variation. Replicates one and

two were placed in germinator one, and replicates three and four were placed in
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germinator two. An analysis of variance indicated no significant difference in percent

gennination between trays or genninators. During the 28 day gennination test light wa

applied eight hours per 24 hour period at a temperature of 30° Centigrade. The remaining.

16 hours without light coincided with a temperature of 20° Centigrade. Testing

temperatures, light intervals, and germination duration were recommended by the

Association of Official Seed Analysts (1978).

According to the Association of Official Seed Analysts (1978), seed gemlination

in the laboratory is defined as the emergence and development from the seed embryo of

those essential structures which, for the kind of seed in question, are indicative of the

ability to produce a normal plant under favorable conditions. Germination counts began

on the fourth day and continued daily thereafter. Seedlings with radicles half the size of

the seed or longer were evaluated as nonnal or abnonnal. If a seedling could not be

classified as normal or abnormal with a radicle length at half the size of the seed, the

seedling was allowed to grow until an accurate decision couid be made. Only those

seedlings considered normal were counted and removed daily. The descriptions of

abnonnalities applied in this study were described by the Association of Official eeo

Analysts (1978). At the end of the germination test all seeds that had failed to genninalc

were cut to detennine if the seeds were full or empty.

The percent germination was calculated for each replicate by taking the numb r 0 r

seed genninated and dividing by the total seed per replicate. Jf the percent germination

for a replicate deviated by 25 % or more below the average of all replicates it was

omitted from the data analysis. Replicates were also omitted when 20 % or more of the

sound seeds were fungi filled. Only 12 replicates had to be excluded due to fungi or
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deviation from the mean percent germination. A similar way of excludino replicate i

described by the Association of Official Seed Analysts (1978). Percent germination by

crown posItion was detennined by averaging the percent germination for all remaining

replicates.

Data Analysis

Mean values for cone characteristics were calculated on a per crown position

basis. Calculated means for cone length, diameter, volume, green weight. dry weight.

specific gravity, and scale counts were based on ten cone samples. When crown

positions lacked numbers of cones for dry weight measurements. cones already proces cd

for their seeds were used, and weight of the missing seeds were estimated based on actual

seed weight from the crown position in question. Out of 128 crown positions. only 35

lacked sufficient numbers of cones for actual cone dry weight measurements. Mean

calculations for total seed per cone, sound seed per cone, seed per gram, and percent

germination were based on seed from twenty cone samples. Percent gennination was the

only variable that needed to be transformed. The angular, or inver sine transfomlation

was used to equalize the variance.

The MIXED procedure from the SAS Institute (1997) was used to analyze the

data. An analysis of variance for the split-split plot arranged in a randomized complete

block design was used to make inferences about cone characteristics by crown posItIons.

diameter class, (split unit treatments) and stand density (main unit treatment). All

variables were considered fixed for the mixed model except for blocks. Multiple means

comparisons were attained by using the LSMEANS statement and DIFF (Fishers Least

Significant Difference) and Slice options (SAS Institute 1997) The Fisher's LSD test is
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the least conservative multiple means comparison test and is well accepted within the

field of forestry. Means presented in tables are arithmetic means, whi Ie means presented

in figures are least squares means (LSMEA S) or estimated means. The onl. exception

is the percent germi nation figure which uses arithmetic means because 0 f the

transformation. The arithmetic means and the least squares means will sometimes di ffer

due to an unbalanced design (missing observations). The percent germination figure

indicates significant differences between means that contradict one another due to several

potential factors. These factors include the use oftransfonned data, multiple standard

errors, and missing observations. Multiple standard errors are due to calculations u ed in

the means comparison tests (LSMEANS / DIFF). This apparent contradiction also occurs

in the figure comparing means for cone dry weight.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Released & Unreleased Tree Description

Tree age, dbh, and total height of released and unreleased trees were very

comparable (Table 1). Crown width and length of released tree averaged 0.9 m greater

than the unreleased trees. On average the released trees contained four more branchc

2.54 cm in basal diameter or greater in their crowns compared 10 unrelea ed tr es. The

released trees also put on approximately 0.51 em more radial stem wood over the last 5

years of release. As of October 1998 the average released tree tand den ity was 14

m2/ha compared to 27 m2/ha for the unreleased tree .
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Table 1. Sample tree descriptions for unreleased and released trees by diameter class.

DBH Sample Total Crown Crown 5-Year Basal
Class Trees Age DBH Height Length Width Radial Growth Number Area
(em) (years) (em) (m) (m) (m) (em) Branches (m3/ha)

Unreleased Trees

28

33

38

4

4

4

71
(60-82)

80
(6R-92)

82
(68-110)

27.7
(25.7-295)

32.8
(31.8-33.5 )

3S.1
(36.6-39.4)

20.4
( 16.5-22.6)

19.5
(18.0-21.3 )

20.4
(18.3-241 )

8.2
(6.1-10.4)

7.3
/5.5-8.8)

8.5
(7.0-9.8)

55
(4.6-6.7)

6.4
(6.4-6.7)

7.0
(6.4-7.6)

0.71
(0.25-1.14)

0.91
(0.53-1.42)

0.94
(0.38-1.32)

25
( IS-30)

28
( 19-39)

36
(26-39)

29
(25-34)

25
(23-25)

28
(28-30)

VI
v,

43 4

i\ veragc
Range

Released Trees

83
(75-91 )

78
(60-110)

45.2 20.7 12.2
(42.7-47.5) (180-22.6) (10.7-15.2)

35.6 20.1 9.1
(25.7-47.5) (16.5-24.1) (5.5-15.2)

10.4
(9.4-11.0)

7.3
(4.6-11.0)

0.99
(0.76-1.09)

0.86
(0.25-1.42)

38
(31-41 )
--3-1-

(18-41 )

25
(23-30)

----rr
(23-34 )

28

.:\3

38

4

:t

~

68
(54-82)

7~

(69-81 )

82
7-881

28.2
(26.9-29.2)

33.5
(32.3-351 )

37.8
(358-39.9)

18.6
( 17.4-20.4)

20.7
(20.4-21.6)

20A
(195-21.3)

9.4
(8.5-10.7)

85
(76-9.8)

iO.7
UU-125)

7.3
(6.4-7.9)

7.6
(6.4-8.5)

8.2
(6.7-9.8)

117
(0.79-1.91)

1.29
( 1.04-1.50)

097
(089-099)

29
(23-40)

27
(23-32)

36
(28-40)

15
(7-23)

14
( 11-16)

16
(11-18)

43 4 78 44.9 22.3 ) 16 9.8 2.01
(69-84) (·n 9-48.5) (20.4-26.5) (8.8-14.0) 0.9-11.6) (1.12-363)

A\'erage -------- 76 36.1 20.4 ---------j(fJ-------1U 1.37

Range (54-88) (26.9-48.5) (17.4-26.5) (76-14.0) (64-116) (079-363)
._---_. - -----_. - --- - ----_.- ._--- .-------

46
139-(6)

---- -35--

(23-M))

10
(2-2\ )

----14--
(2·23)



Cone Size Characteristics

Cone length, diameter, green weight, and volume, varied little between relea ed

and unreleased trees (Table 2,3). Analysis of variances indicated no significant main

effects or mteractions at the 0.05 level of significance for cone dIameter, \·olume. or

length (Table 4). The cone size characteristic differing the most between released and

unreleased trees was cone dry weight, by 1.0 g. Cone dry weight also appeared to \'ary

considerably by tree diameter class for both released and unreleased trees (Table 2). On

average the lower north crown position produced cones that weighted the least. were

smaller in volume and contained fewer potentially productive scales (TabIe 3).

An analysis of variance revealed a significant difference by crown position for

cone green weight (Table 4). Cone green weight in the lower north crown position

produced significantly lighter cones compared to all other crown po itions (Fig. I). This

indicates that cone size can vary within the crowns of released and unreleased short leaf

pine. This was probably due to less carbohydrat production in the lower north crown

where sunlight was less available.

An analysis ofvariance for cone specific gravity revealed a significant di fference

by stand density with the average released trees having greater sp cific gravity. Thi

difference suggest that cones from released trees will dry out more slowly than

unreleased trees. This seems counterintuitive because released trees are mor exposed to

the wmd and radiant sunlight than unreleased trees and should dry out morc quickly. Ir

the cones and seed of the unreleased trees reached maturity earli r than the released tree.

this would offer some explanation for the differences In cone specific gravity.
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Table 2. Mean values of released and unreleased tree cone size attributes by dbh class evaluated for
shortleaf pine.

Tree Diameter ClassO tern)

Released Trees 28 33 38 43 !\leans

Cone Length (cm) 4.4 4.8 4.8 -t.9 ..Ui

Cone Diameter (em) 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 ') ,

Cone Green Weight (g) 10.6 10.7 13.1 I ' . I lUi

Cone Dry Weight (g) 6.6 6.8 .3 8.1 ')

Cone Volume (cm3
) 10.5 lU 12.9 13.0 11.9

Cone Specific Gravity 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.99

Potentially Productive Scales 53 56 61 54 56

Fnreleased Trees

Cone Length (cm) 4.8 5.3 5.3 4.9 50

Cone Diameter (em) 2.2 2.1 2.3 2.2 ") ")

Cone Green Weight (g) 10.6 11.3 12.5 10.5 11 .~

Cone Dry Weight (g) 6.5 6.3 7.7 5.5 6.,'

Cone Volume lem3
) 11.0 12.2 1J.1 11.-' I 1. '

Cone Specific GraVIty 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.92 lJ'):i

Potentially Productive Scales 56 52 5 52 54

o Mean values obtamed from 4 sample trees for each diameter class by release and non-release tree .
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Table 3. Mean values of released and unreleased tree cone size attributes by crown position evaluated for
shortleaf pine.

Crown Position 0

Lower Lower Upper Vpper
Released Trees ~orth South orth South '1eans

Cone Length (em) 4.7 4.8 4.8 ..U ..U:

Cone Diameter (em) 2.2 2.2 2.2 ., , ,

Cone Green Weight (g) 11.5 12.3 1\.8 11. : 11 ~

Cone Dry Weight (g) 7.3 7.5 7.4 7.7 ~ ~

Cone Volume (cm 3
) I\.6 12.3 119 ll.7 1\.lJ

Cone Specific Gravity \.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 O.9Q

Potentially Productive Scales 54 56 57 57 50

Unreleased Trees

Cone Length (cm) 4.9 5.1 5.0 5.1 :.0

Cone Diameter (em) 2.1 2.2 2.2 '1 ., , '1

Cone Green Weight (g) 10.3 11.5 111 11.6 I I.::'

Cone Dry Weight (g) 5.3 6.3 7.0 :.1, ().

Cone Volume (em3
) 11.0 12.2 11.8 12.2 II.S

Cone Specific Gravity 0.94 0,94 0.95 0,95 (l. ()."

Potentially Productive Scales 52 54 55 54 )4

o Mean values obtarned from 16 sample trees for each crown position by relea~ed and unreleased trees,
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*Table 4. The results of the analysis of variance to test for the effects of stand density, tree dbh class, and crown position on cone
specific gravity, cone volume, cone green weight, cone dry weight, and productive scales per cone.

Cone Specific
Gravity Cone Volume

Cone Green
Weight

Cone Dry
Weight

Productive
Scales / Cone

Source of
Variation DF F P>F DF F P>F OF F P>F DF F P>F DF F P>F

1998 cone crop
Tree cthh Class (F) 3 1.98 0.145 3 1.60 0216 ~ 1.87 0.163 3 3.56 <0.033 3 1.49 0.292
Stand Density (C) I 1016 <0.004 1 0.00 0992 1 0.88 0.359 1 6.31 <0.021 1 204 0.187
FxC 3 0.36 0.782 3 0.40 0753 3 0.69 0.569 3 2.19 0.122 3 0.52 0.678
Crown Position (D) 3 2.66 0.055 3 2.41 0.075 3 2.77 <0.048 3 6.28 <0.001 3 5.95 <0.001
FxD 9 1.5\ 0.164 9 0.83 0.594 9 1.21 0.306 9 1.21 0.303 9 1.87 0.070

v, CxD 3 0.37 0.775 3 1.44 0239 3 0.90 0.447 3 2.85 <0.044 3 0.15 0.929
..0

FxDxC 9 0.64 0.759 9 0.51 0865 9 0.48 0.886 9 1.23 0293 9 0.93 0.506
Error 68.1 ORE = 0.0003 68.2 RE = } .8702 68.0 RE = 1.7179 68.4 RE-l.40J9 68.6 RE = 9.2432

OR E~ Slim of Squares Residual Error.
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Figure 1. Shortleaf pine cone green weights by crown positions. Treatment least
squares means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05
level. Bars represent data pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Sample
size is 32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North, LS = Lower South. UN = Upper North.
& US = Upper South)

An analysis of variance conducted for cone dry weight indicated a signi ficallt

interaction between stand density and crown position with a signi ficant main effect for

tree diameter class. Cone dry weight averaged 7.5 g per cone for released trees and (I.S!:!.

faT unreleased trees (Table 2, 3). The 38-cm diameter.class released and unreleased trees

produced significantly heavier cones at 8.0 g compared to all other diameter classes (FIg.

2). Average released tree cone dry weight did not differ significantly by crown position

but this was not the case for unreleased trees (Fig. 3). The lower north crown pOSItion

differed significantly from all other crown positions including the r leased tree crown

positions.
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Figure 2. Shortleaf pine cone dry weight by tree diameter class. Treatment least
squares means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05
level. Bars represent data pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Sample
size is 8 trees per bar.
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Figure 3. Shortleaf pine cone dry weight for released and unreleased tree by crown
position. Treatment least squares means followed by the same letter are not
significantly different at tbe 0.05 level. Bars represent data pooled from all tree
diameter classes. Sample size is 16 trees per bar. (LN = Lower orth, LS = Lowe"
South. UN = Upper North, & US = Upper South)
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The number of potentially productive scales per cone gives us an indication of

how many total seed per cone could possibly be produced with each scale capable of

containing two ovules. An analysis of variance for cone scales indicated a significant

main effect by crown position (Table 4). The lower north crown position produc d

significantly fewer potentially productive scales than all other crown positions. while th

upper north crown position produced significantly more scales than the lower cro\vn

positions (Fig. 4). With each scale capable of containing two ovules. cones from the

upper north crown (56) could have produced on average 112 seeds per cone. The small

cone scale differences were probably related to differences in average cone size by cro\\'11

posItion. In realty the differences have little practical importance due to the small

differences that occurred.
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Figure 4. Number of potentially productive scales per cone by crown position.
Treatment least squares means followed by the same letter are not significantly
different at the 0.05 level. Bars represent data pooled from both released and
unreleased trees. Sample size is 32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North. LS = Lower
South, UN = Opper North, & US = Upper South)
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Seed Quality Attributes

All seed quality attributes for released trees tended to be slightly higher eompar d

to the unreleased trees (Table 5,6). The most noticeable seed attribute difference between

released and unreleased trees, occurred bet'Neen percent sound seed and sound seed per

cone. Ifwe look at seed attributes by tree diameter class, percent sound seed and sound

seed per gram varied the most for both released and unreleased trees (Table 5). e\'eral

of these seed attributes varied noticeably by crown position including percent ound ced.

total seed, and sound seed per cone (Table 6). Total seed and sound seed per gram were

the only seed quality variables without significant interactions or main effects (Table 7),

Released trees averaged 48 seed per cone compared to 45 for the unreleased trees

(Table 5,6). Total seed per cone for the unreleased trees ranged from 9 to 92 seed

compared to 12 to 90 seed for the released trees. Wittwer et al. (1997) reported that out

of 886 shortleaf pine cones from 48 trees in two stands, the number of total seeds per

cone ranged from 0 to 102. and averaged 38.0 and 34.6 for the two stands, Despite the

cultural benefits applied to the released trees in this study, the average gain in seed

production per cone appeared to be negligible. An analysis of variance for tolal seed per

cone revealed no significant main effects (Table 7),

An analysis of variance for sound seed per cone reveled significant main clTeets

for stand density and crown position (Table 7). Released trees produced significantly

more sound seed per cone than unreleased trees by an average by 9 sound seed (Fig, 5),

Sound seed per cone for the released trees ranged form 3 to 75 seed compared to 4 to 55

seed for the unreleased trees. Wakeley (1954) reported that during a good seed year
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Table 5. Mean values of released and unreleased tree seed quality attributes b. dbh class evaluated lor
shortleaf pine.

Tree Diameter las 0 (em)

Released Trees 28 33 38 43 Means

Sound Seed I g 108 96 98 92 9<J

Percent Sound Seed 48 54 75 67 (>1

Sound Seed I Cone 23 26 46 30 31

Total Seed I Cone 47 44 60 41 ..f'

Percent Germination 89 88 83 93 x·

Unreleased Trees

Sound Seed / g 107 80 96 8< 9:'

Percent Sound Seed 53 51 48 46 :'0

ound Seed I Cone 21 22 ?' 24 "_J

Total Seed I Cone 42 43 45 ..fG -+ ,-

Percent Gennination 86 94 88 70 '4

o Mean values obtained from 4 sample trees for each diameter class by released and unreleased trees.
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Table 6. Mean values of released and unreleased tree seed quality anributes by crown posilJon e\"aluareo
for shortleaf pine.

Crown Position MeansO

Lower Lower tipper Upper
Released Trees North South orth outh !\ lean~

Sound Seed Ig 99 96 99 101 99

Percent Sound Seed 55 56 65 68 61

Sound Seed / Cone 27 29 32 36 31

Total Seed / Cone 47 49 47 51 -IS

Percent Gennination 92 89 85 8 8i'

Unreleased Trees

Sound Seed /g 97 92 94 9~ C)~

Percent Sound Seed 42 54 53 .q :(1

Sound Seed I Cone 20 22 21 26 "
Total Seed / Cone 46 51 39 45 -I"

Percent Gennination 84 83 82 86 S-l

o Mean values obtained from 16 sample trees for each crown position by released and lInrelca oed tree~"
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Table 7. The results of the analysis of variance to test for the effects of stand density, tree dbh class, and crown position on total seed
per cone, sound seed per cone, sound seed per gram, percent sound seed, and percent gennination.

Total Seed
Per Cone

Sound Seed
Per Cone

Sound S<.;ed
Per Gram

Percent Sound
Seed

OPercent
Gennination

Souree of
Variation OF F P>F DF F P>F OF F P>F DF F P>F OF F P>F

1998 cone crop
1 ree dbh Class (F) J 0.74 0.540 3 1.67 0.206 3 2.54 0.107 3 0.81 0.521 3 3.79 <0.050
Stand Density (C') I 0.60 0.446 I 4.18 <0.054 1 1.33 0.273 I 8.16 <0.015 I 2.97 0.131
FxC

,
1.00 0:412 3 1.24 0.323 3 0.47 0.709 3 3.89 <0.039 3 1.18 0.322,

Crown Position (D) J 2.34 0.080 J 4.13 <().O Ia 3 0.77 0.515 3 10.93 <0.001 3 0.62 0.607
FxD 9 0.84 0.586 9 1.41 0.201 9 0.62 0.780 9 0.98 0.463 9 093 0.503

a- t· x D J 100 0.400 3 0.51 0.677 3 0.13 0.944 3 0.14 0.934 3 2.06 0113
a-

FxDxC 9 on 0.977 9 0.32 0.964 9 0.61 0.781 9 0.37 0.945 9 1.33 0.237
Error 69.0 @}RE.:- 132.126 68.4 RE = 73.64:\ 68.2 RE = 24833983.9 68.2 RE = 130.439 305.0 RE ~ 2.602

OPereent germination has been Iransromled using the angular or inverse sine tTansfonnation before analysis of variance.
@RE" Sum of Squares Residual Error
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Figure 5. Sbortleaf pine souod seed per cone by released and unreleased trees.
Treatment least squares means followed by the same letter are oot significantl~

different at the 0.05 level. Sample size is 16 trees per bar.

cones may average between 25 and 35 sound seed for shortleaf pine. In this study the

cone crop produced very comparable results with an average of 27 sound seed pCI' COIlC.

The reduction in sound seeds for unreleased trees could be due to carbohydrate

deficiencies or inbreeding given both released and unreleased trees produced

approximately the same average number of total seed per cone. Ifpollen cloud dispersal

was hampered by reduced air movements in unthinncd stands, this could have lead to

increased selfpolhnation and embryo abortion. Lyons (1956) reported that ovule

abortion within the cones and trees of red pine suggests that nutritional factors may he

involved. If this is the case, then released trees in this study should have received a short

tenn increase in available nutrients which should have increased the overall tree fitness.
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As indicated by the analysis of variance (Table 7), sound seed per cone al 0

differed significantly by crown position with the upper south crown producing (31) mor

sound seed per cone than all other crown positions (Fig. 6). According to Perry and

Coover's (1933) study shortleaf pine cones from the top of the crown produced th 010 I

viable seed per cone (24) followed by the middle crown (20), and finally the crown ba ('

(18). Perhaps greater sound seed yield in the upper south crown position is du to g.rcat 'r

carbohydrate production where higher light levels are apparent and growth is more

vigorous compared to other crown positions.

There are three main parts of a pine seed: the megagametophyte or the actual

female gametophyte, the seed coat, and the embryo which contains hereditary factor

from both parents (Righter 1945). The embryo. which contains the only genetic

component from the male plant. makes up less than 15 % of the conifer seed weight
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Figure 6. Shortleaf pine sound seed per cone by crown position. Treatment least
squares means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05
level. Bars represent data pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Sample
size is 32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North, LS = Lower South, UN = Upper North,
& US = Upper South)
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(Barnett 1996). According to Righter (I 945), pine tree seed weights may vary so much

that the heaviest sound seed is more than twice as heavy as the lightest sound seed.

Wakeley (I 954) reported cleaned and de-winged shortleaf pine seed to contain 106 seed

per gram on average, ranging from 80 to 138 seed per gram. In this study. r leased tree

averaged 99 sound seed per gram compared to 95 for the unreleased trees (Table 5.6l.

Sound seed per gram ranged from 68 to 132 for released trees and 66 to 147 for

unreleased trees. Despite these differences no significant main effect or interactions were

revealed by the analysis of variance for sound seed per gram (Table 7).

Based on the sound seed per cone and gram results in this study. it would take

approximately 16 average released trees producing 200 cones per tree to produce a

ki logram of seed compared to 21 unreleased trees producing the same number of cones.

This example demonstrates that even though the unreleased trees produced on average

larger seed per cone, the lack of sound seed produced per cone reqUlres more unreleased

trees to produce an equIvalent kilogram of seed. In reality the number of unreleased trees

would be much greater due to the poor cone production associated with unmanagcJ

heavily stocked natural stands.

An analysis of variance for percent sound seed revealed a signi ficant main effect

for crown position (Table 7). The average upper crown positions produced signi ficantly

higher percentages of sound seed per cone compared to the lower crown po itiolls for

both released and unreleased trees (Fig. 7). This increase could be attributed to higher

carbohydrate production in the upper crown where increased light levels arc apparent.

An analysis of variance for percent sound seed also revealed a significant simple

effect between stand density and tree diameter. The released and unreleased trees
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Figure 7. Shortleaf pine percent sound seed by crown position. Treatment least
squares means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05
level. Bars represent data pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Sample
size is 32 trees per bar. (LN = Lower North, LS = Lower South, UN = Upper North.
& US = Upper South)

differed significantly at the 38 and 43 cm diameter class levels wilh released trees ha\'ll1g

the higher percentages of sound seed (Fig. 8). A signi ticant di fference was nOI JCICCICO

between unreleased tree diameter classes, but this was not the case for the released Irees,

The average 38 em diameter class released tree differed significantly by approximately

23 % from the 28 and 33 em diameter class trees (Fig. 8). These results suggest that

under similar stand conditions, the percentage of sound seed per cone could be increased

by selecting release trees 36 em or greater in diameter.

Released trees averaged 88 % germination compared 1084 O;;j for the unreleascJ

trees at 28 days (Table 5,6). The U.S. Forest Service (1974) reported shonkaf pinc

germinative energy at 14 days to be 88 % and gemlinative capacity to average <)0 (~o out

of 139 samples. An analysis of variance for percent germination revealed only onc main
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Figure 8. Shortleaf pine percent sound seed for released and unreleased trees by
tree diameter class. Treatment least squares means followed by the same letter are
Dot significantly different at the 0.05 level. Sample size is 4 trees per bar.

effect by tree diameter class (Tabk 7). Significant differences were detected betwecn the

38 em diameter class and the 28 and 33 em diameter class trees (Fig. 9). Apparcnll~' the

smaller dIameter class trees had significantly higher percent gcmlination compareJ tt) the

38 em diameter class trees but not the 43 cm diameter class trees. There appears to he no

explanation for the significant differences. The lack of trend by tree diameter suggests

that percent germination varies considerably from tree to tree and has less to do with

environment and more to do with genetics. Analysis of variance indicated no other

significant interactions or main effects. The lack ofa significant difference by crown

position and stand density suggests that percent germination is fairly consistcl1l within the

crowns of short leaf pine for both released and unreleased trees. The gemlination tcst
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Figure 9. Percent germination by tree diameter. Treatment means followed by the
same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level. Bars represent data
pooled from both released and unreleased trees. Sample size is 8 trees per bar.

results appear to be too inconclusive for recommending a particular tree diameter, crown

position or stand density.

Correlation Analysis

Cone volume was poorly correlated with total eed and sound seed per cone

(Table 8). These results agree with a Table Mountain Pme (Pinlls pUlIgens Lamb.) cone

and seed study that reported no relationship between size of the cone, viability of seed. or

age of tree (Mclntyre 1929). In contrast. Dickmann and Kozlowski (1971) reported a

linear relationship between cone volume and sound seed per cone for red pine. The

relationship was positive with a correlation coefficient of 0.76. They also reported thal

cone volume was well correlated with the number of scales per cone with a correlation

coefficient of +0.81. We found that cone volume for shortleafpin was poorly correlated

with the number of scales per cone (+0.49), and moderately poor with total sound and
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Table 8. Pearsons correlation coefficients for cOile characteristics by crown position for 32 natural shortleafpine released and
unreleased trees.

Variables

Variable X2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 X8 X9 XIO XII

Total Seed Per Cone XI .3238* 1478 .3391* .2783* .3075* .1955* .5463* .8025* -.1213 .1310

Cone Length X2 .3285* .5766* .3901 * .7092* -.2661* .4121* .2965* -.4333* -.3809*

Cone Diameter X3 .8396* .5738* .8308* .2076* .4217* .2332* -.5959* -.5738*

Cone Green Weight X4 .7122* .9563* .3599* .5330· .4580* -.6767* -.5602*
-.J
VoJ

Cone Dry Weighl XS .6461 * 3766* .5035* .5252* -.4945* -.2301*

Cone Volume X6 .0794 .4907* .3737* -.6611 * -.6046*

Cone Speci fie Gravity X7 .2252* .3572* -.1723 .0428

Scales PCI' Cone X8 .5502* -.2326* -.0756

Soulld Seed Per Cone X9 -.41 <>0* .0535

Total Seed Per Gram XIO .7573*

Sound Seed Per Gram X II

*' Corr-elatlon cOCtllCiCtlts are significant at n.os Icn{-- -
--------- - --- --- -- -- - .. .~- -- -



sound seed per gram having a correlation coefficient of -0.66 and -0.60 respect full.

(Table 8). This indicates that as cone size increased. the number of seed per cone

decreased, but larger seed were produced per cone.

Shortleaf pine cone length by crown position was found to be poorly correlated

with total and sound seed per gram or total and sound seed per cone (Table 8). McIntyre

(1929) reported that cone weight or length had no effect on the amount of viable eed

produced for Table Mountain Pine. Perry and Coover (1933) reported in their seed

source and quality study that shortleafpine cone size was of little value as an index of

seed quality. They found that medium-sized and small cones contained more seed and

viable seed than large cones. Contrary to these studies, Squillace (1957). found that

western white pine seed yield was often directly correlated with cone length. Langdon

(1958). also reported a definite positive relationship between cone length and seed-size

distribution for south Florida slash pine.

CONCLUSIONS

The lower north crown position produced significantly smaller con by weighl

compared to all other crown positions. Cone dry weight differed significantly between

released and unreleased trees in the lower north crown position with released trees

producing heavier cones. On average the unreleased trees produced signi ficalltly lighter

dry weight cones in the lower north crown position compared to other crown position

Cone dry weight also differed significantly by tree diameter class with the 38 em

diameter class trees producing heavier cones compared to all other diameter classes.

Cone size by crown position for length, diameter, volume and weight, were all

poorly correlated with total seed per cone. The number of potentlally productive scales
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were only moderately correlated with total seed per cone with a correlation coefficient of

+0.55. For this years 1998 cone crop, sound seed per cone by crown position \-va highly

correlated with total seed per cone with a correlation coefficient of +0.80. Cone dry

weight (+0.53) and potentially productive scales per cone (+0.55) were partially

correlated to sound seed per cone. These two cone attributes appear to be the best

indicators of sound seed production by crown position. Cone diameter, green weight and

volume, were all moderately correlated with total seed and sound seed per gram. This

correlation indicated that as cone size increased by cro~'TI position the numbers of seed

per cone decreased, but the size of the seed increased. This relationship indicates that

carbohydrate availability and allocation playa meaningful role in determining seed size

within the crowns of individual shortleaf pine trees.

The average number of potentially productive scales per cone varied significantly

by crown position. The upper north crown position produced significantly greater

numbers of potential productive cone scales than the lower north and south crown

positions. The lower north crown position produced significantly less potentially

productive cone scales on average than all other crown positions. Overall the differences

in cone scale numbers by crown position were very small and may have very little real

application.

Sound seed per cone differed significantly between the released and unreleased

trees with the released trees producing on average 9 more sound seed per cone. The

upper south crown position produced significantly more sound seed per cone than all

other crown positions by 5 to g seed per cone. These results suggest real differences in

seed quality produced by released and unreleased short leaf pine trees. ot only do
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released trees produce more cones per tree, they also produce seed of higher qualit and

especially in the upper south crown position.

Percent sound seed per cone differed significantly by stand density. tree diameter.

and crown position. Released and unreleased trees differed significantly at the 3 and ..r;

em diameter class level with released trees having a greater percentage of sound seed.

The average 38 em diameter released tree produced significantly greater percentages of

sound seed compared to the lower diameter classes. No significant difference was

detected between diameter classes for unreleased trees. Both upper crown position for

released and unreleased trees, produced greater percentages of sound seed per cone

compared to the lower crown positions. For released trees the general trend was higher

sound seed percentages in the upper crown. with increasing diameter. Percent sound seed

tends to decrease with increasing diameter for unreleased trees. The percent sound seed

data suggests using larger diameter released trees, at least 36 em in diameter or greater.

for increased seed quality.

Gemlination of seed from released trees averaged 88 % compared to 84 0/(1 lor

unreleased trees at 28 days. The 38 em diameter class trees differed slgnificantly from

only the 28 and 33 cm diameter class trees. Apparently the smaller diameter cia s tr~cs

have significantly higher percent germination compared to the 38 cm diameter cia s trees

but not the 43 em diameter class trees. The lack of trend by tree diameter suggests that

percent germination varies considerably from tree to tree and has little to do with

environment and more to do with genetics. Analysis of variance revealed no significant

differences by crown position or stand density. indicating that percent germination is

fairly consistent within the crowns of released and unreleased shortlcaf pine. The
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gennination test results appear to be too inconclusive for recommending a panicular tre'

diameter, crown position or stand density.
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